
Duvall Espresso was founded on the principle that 
controlling flow rate is key to unlocking the flavor 
potential of any coffee. This belief inspired their  
exclusive Flow Ramp™ technology—providing 
baristas an unprecedented level of control, 
versatility and ease of use to extract the best 
from any coffee with consistency for every customer.

This technology takes flavor profiling, consistency and 
ease-of-use to levels that simply can’t be achieved 
with any other espresso machine today. Progress 
beyond flowmeters and needle valves.  
The FC-1 is the next generation of espresso. 

INTRODUCING THE 

FC-1 ESPRESSO  
MACHINE 
THE PRECISION TO 
CREATE PERFECTION
EVERY SHOT
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In order to achieve the precision and versatility 
requirements of the FC-1, we developed our  
patented Smart-Pump™ technology. This enables 
the machine to instantaneously provide any  
desired flow rate from 0.01 cc/sec to 30 cc/sec  
at any pressure between 0 – 14 bars while also 
tracking total dispensed volume with higher  
precision than flowmeters. 

With our Smart-Pump™ technology, the flowmeters, 
needle valves and restrictor technology used by 
every other espresso machine manufacturer is  
rendered obsolete. This results in a more versatile 
and precise machine with real time accuracy 
that redefines what you should expect from your 
espresso machine.

PROPRIETARY 
SMART-PUMP™ TECHNOLOGY  

The stunning FC-1 pumps and pulleys are 
visible from the outside of the machine 
engaging customers in the espresso  
brewing process. Every shot is a show.

PRECISION ON DISPLAY
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DISCOVER THE FC-1’S KEY FEATURES 
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Each group features an independent 3-liter  
coffee boiler and independent saturated 
group head providing temperature stability  
for both espresso shots and coffee shots up 
to 12 Fl oz (14 fl oz max dispensed volume).

COMPLETE 
FLAVOR CONTROL

INDEPENDENT 3-LITER  
COFFEE BOILER AND  

SATURATED GROUP HEAD

A simple, easy-to-use interface allows 
baristas to specify and independently 
change all aspects of the extraction prior 
to execution. So they can create and 
replicate signature flavors despite fluctu-
ations in grind size and tamp. And cus-
tomers get consistent flavor all day long 
regardless of operator.

3L +

TEMPERATURE:  
(0-98C)

PRE-INFUSION 
PRESSURE:  
(0 – 9 BAR)

PRE-INFUSION 
FILL RATE:  

(1-20 CC/SEC)

FLOW RAMP™:  
( -1 TO 1)

DWELL TIME:  
(0-99 SEC)

INFUSION 
TIME:  

(5-999 SEC)

VOLUME  
DISPENSED:   
(10-400 CC)
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SPECIFICATIONS 2 GROUP 3 GROUP

Height (in): 18 18

Width (in): 33 42.8

Depth (in): 26.7 26.7

Weight (lbs): 250 320

Voltage (VAC, Ф, Hz): 208-240, 1, 60 208-240, 1, 60

Total Wattage* (240 VAC): 
Steam Element 
Coffee Boiler 
Group Head

7500
3000
2 x 1700
2 x 300

9500
3000
3 x 1700
3 x 300

Steam Boiler Capacity (liters): 7.2 8.5

Coffee Boiler Capacity (liters): 2 x 3 3 x 3

Saturated group capacity (liters): 2 x 0.1 3 x 0.1

*Low wattage versions also available.
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FLOW RAMP™ TECHNOLOGY – HOW IT WORKS

A Flow Ramp™ of 1 results in a 
maximum flow rate acceleration 
during the extraction with the pump 
beginning at a flow rate of 0 cc/ 
sec and having the flow rate accel-
eration such that the total volume 
desired is dispensed in the total 
specified extraction time.  

A Flow Ramp™ of -1 has the  
complete opposite flow change – a 
maximum decelerating rate with the 
pump beginning the extraction by 
dispensing water at the maximum 
speed and decelerating to a stop 
wherein the total shot volume is 
dispensed in the total specified  
shot time.  

A Flow Ramp™ of 0 produces a  
constant flow rate during the  
extraction wherein the pump  
dispenses water at a constant speed 
until the total volume desired is  
dispensed in the specified shot time.

NOTE: WATER FLOW RATE IS NOT DEPENDENT ON EXTRACTION PRESSURE, but rather extraction 
pressure is a function of flow rate and coffee grinds resistance. 0 – 14 BAR, Instantaneous flow rate precision.
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 After the pre-infusion stage has completed, the computer determines the remaining time 
and volume of the extraction. The Flow Ramp™ (any number between -1 to 1) determines 
the flow rate of water during the extraction portion of the shot whereby the remaining vol-
ume is dispensed in the remaining time. 


